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Abstract: The contribution of this research paper is an overview on cyber crime and the ethical issues related to this field. Centre of

focus are the issues connected to the massive increase in cyber crime ratio. Since last few years several billions of dollars per year are
exhausted for combating cyber crime issues efficiently. The factors affecting the cybercrime have different laws of treatment in different
countries that often overlook aspects of the problem and investigation in the depth of the issues with different methods, are playing key
role . Not only the method of fighting against the cyber crime but also the juridical issues and technical challenges involved in fighting
cybercrime may not be understood. Ethical aspects are often set aside – as shown by the various battles government have taken recently
to address the cybercrime issues. This paper, reviewed on different backgrounds, will through light on those aspects, and attempts to
answer the several raised questions subsequently.
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1. Introduction
Crime is a term which gives a scenario and impression of an
illegal activity and when it is merged with Computer or
Cyber creates more wide and pan global issues. It is a term
used mostly to describe criminal activity in which computers
or computer networks are a tool, a target or a place of
criminal activity.

The survey done in 2014 by US state of Cyber Crime and
based on the report [2] the ratio of insider attack and the
outsider attack is shown below -

We may differentiate between Cyber Crime and Computer
Crime because cybercrime is basically associated with the
use of internet and network, whereas the computer crime
may or may not involve networks. [1]. Cybercrime is the
crime covering all
forms of crimes done with the help of computer networks.
The target may be itself a Computer or others. Most of the
Cybercrime issues are related with the problems like security
of financial dealings, prohibiting maltreatment of credit card
information, providing security for information during
online transactions, preserving privacy and confidentiality of
e-mails and the attack on privacy. The one more major issue
which is continuously increasing is the matter of specific
companies who are handling billing for the adult website
industry. Those companies are progressively more the
targets of cyber crooks looking to access credit card details
and attack on cash [4].

Horrific intentions of cyber criminals are a big concern for
the society nowadays. Across the globe all countries,
Governments are moving and taking plans across the globe
to tackle the expanding wave of cyber crimes.
In organization, cybercrime may be categorized in inside
and outside attacks. Most of the time when inside attack is
made no legal action took place because the survey report of
2014 of CERN says that following reasons were not referred
for legal action as shown below –

Reasons and Percentage of Cyber Crime[2]
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2. The Types of Cyber Crime

3. Ethical Challenges: Analytical View

Whenever any crime is committed over the internet it is
called Cyber crime. As per the recent reports that were
available at emc.com in 2014, 11% per year increase ratio is
found and nearly 500,000 cyber attacks recorded in RSA
Anti Fraud Command Center. [20]

Cyber crime ethics may be taken as a science of study where
we deal with what should be the actual course of reaction of
a person for an activity. ACM suggested 10 ethical standards
to deal with a situation and avoid the crime. The standards
basically focus on not to harm, damage, interfere, steal or
breach information or resources without owner's permission
and knowledge and to respect other's privacy.[8]

The Cyber crime is taking a form of "As A Service" and
market related to this is tremendously growing in recent
years. As per the research of RSA the 4,00,000 malware
variants are developed every week.[7].
As per my research all cyber crimes may broadly be
categorized in  Crimes related to Telecommunication
 Crimes based on personal issues
Crimes Related to Telecommunication
Communication crimes of this category basically effect the
large group of peoples. When an organization is mostly
depends on Digital Information System and using that for
the activities which are illegal in aspects of law come under
the Telecommunication Cyber Crime. Cyber Criminals are
using different front end services to hide their actual
profession. The other most common example of
telecommunication theft is access of PBX to obtain the
services of dial in/dial out through individual or by the group
of peoples.
People use others telecommunication services illegally and
without the knowledge of the owner. The third category of
telecommunication crime is piracy of digital content. When
we publish any ones personal objectionable data without
bringing that in their knowledge comes in this category of
telecommunication theft. Apart from this, financial thefts by
individual or by the group of peoples like for Tax Evasion,
Money Laundering, Extortion, terrorism, investment frauds,
malicious fund transfers etc are the example of these
category of Cyber Crimes.
Crimes based on Personal Issue
Sometimes reasons of cybercrime are unintentional and by
mistake. People unknowingly just for fun may send an email
or make unauthorized access to another user 's space. They
may do not have any intention to commit crime but for fun
or for fake repo may indulge in with such activities. Another
example is like sometimes only for self ego satisfaction a
company person after unjustified firing from his job may
harm company data or may disseminate the confidential
information so that the opponent party can breach the
security system.

The cyber crime has social problems like virus, hacking,
work place privacy rights and adverse impact of internet
contents on kids. The social cyber crimes may be tracked by
latest technologies like VPN, IDS, Protocols, Passwords,
Encrypting methods, Firewalls etc. but solution suggested
are studied more by the hackers to find out the loophole and
crack it. These questions enforced ethical principles to be
applied.[13,14]
Cyber Crime is a global problem. To fight with the issue
everyone must be educated not only the victim, protester,
law professionals, IT professionals and specially the Cyber
community. Legislation in few countries started long back
from 1970 from USA with various acts to prevent cyber
crime and forced attackers to think twice before attempting
any attack to any system or individual. The various
legislation acts are 1970
1980
1987
1997
1997
1998
1999
2000
2000
2000

Freedom of Information Act
Privacy Protection Act
Computer Security Act
Consumer Internet Privacy Protection Act
Data Privacy Act
MITI Legislation for Ecommerce
Information Technology Act
NSW Electronic Transactions Act
Data Protection Act
Electronic Transactions Regulations

4. Case Study
The popularity of increasing internet and interest in
computer offense, morals and privacy has gained
momentum. For example, in July, 2001, MSNBC.com
reporter Bob Sullivan reported that the personal data was
posted up in a chat room. [5]
In India legislative act implemented as IT act 2000. In

recent research paper of May 2015, the growth ratio of
cyber crime is shown 51.5% . The graph below shows
the cybercrime ratio from 2010 to 2013 in India [16]

A Person may Steal the identity of his higher authority and
can steal the confidential data for black money. A
psychologically sick person may disseminate malicious
software or viruses to harm other people being sick from
progress of his/er colleagues. Social media Chat rooms may
be another common place of cyber crime where children are
mostly found soliciting and Abused . The FBI keep watching
frequently the Chat rooms to stop this.
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monitor the latest threats and digital attacks.[20]

5. Conclusion
As the Cyber Crime is growing in wide scale and becoming
a global issue. Regardless of regional and national
boundaries researchers are working together to find out all
possible solutions. Various legislative acts are enforced and
implement. Organizations are instructed to abide and follow
the safety measures. To fight with Cyber Crime, CrossDomain Solutions are becoming popular to resolve issues.
Cross Domain Solutions suggest both the parties to follow
protocols and standards. The parties using such solutions are
communicating across the system's hardware and software
for authentication and data transfer. Cross domain solutions
provide seamless sharing and access of information. Other
Safety measures like checking the person in ethical behavior
on moral basis before employment or assigning such
confidential work must be done.
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The Educational Institutes can play vital role to make a
strong ethical base by including such subjects as compulsory
ones. Government may do frequent checking on Cyber
Community for illegal services and face them to strictly
follow the standards. The professionals also be motivated to
be honest with their job roles and their services shall be
recognized time to time, so that to encourage them to abide
by morals and not to move away from ethical culture.
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